To become a widely recognized, respected and visible provider of health resources through the implementation of long term, strategic health initiatives
in our communities and the world.

VISION

MISSION

With integrity, responsible stewardship, transparency and capacity building, the HCHC Foundation will plan, promote, develop, fund and deliver
important health related initiatives for the benefit of individuals and families of Henry County and surrounding areas.
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H E N R Y C O U N T Y H E A LT H C E N T E R

FOUNDATION
Deepening the Roots For Health in Our Communities

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

“Transparency” of our work will enhance the visibility and
understanding of our actions so that our communities will be
able to both predict our outcomes and depend upon them.

Diversity and satisfaction in the workforce
will foster a culture which encourages innovation,
skill development and service excellence.

Science, technology and manpower are fundamental to health and have great potential in improving lives locally and around the world. We are funders and shapers enabling others to act and implement. We advocate vigorously but
responsibly in our focus of health and related issues. We must be humble and mindful in our actions while seeking and heeding the counsel of outside voices. We accept our cooperating agencies as valued partners and recognize and
treat our mutual beneficiaries with respect. We demand honest ethical behavior of ourselves. We treat each other as valued colleagues. Executing our mission requires great stewardship of our resources, collaboration and patience with
our cooperating agencies and respect for our mutual recipients. We expect that growth and change are outcomes of our initiatives. We identify a specific point of intervention and apply our efforts aligned with a theory of change.
Delivering results with the resources we have been given is of the utmost importance—and we seek and share information about those results

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
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